
Release Notes for 2/14/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release  

(WISEid Core Apps Sprint 128 2-Week Work Cycle) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid:  District users can block changes to middle 
name to a null value from an existing value 

If a person presently has a middle name 
populated per a legal name, if anyone 
tries to update with a null value, it will be 
blocked. If there is a real reason to 
remove a middle name, agencies should 
contact the DPI Help Desk. 

WISEid: Bug Fix-- Corrected Person Upload Fault due to 
middle initial block 

Restored middle initial logic introduced in 
an earlier release and fixed an issue with 
the earlier release where middle name 
changes were causing faults.  Now if 
users try to update the full middle name 
with a matching middle initial, it will be 
ignored. 

WISEid: Cleanup job to move Suffix from Last Name 
field 

Cleaned up all records besides those in 
the current year WISEdata reporting for 
suffixes inserted in the last name field. 
The problem records were changed to 
move the suffix to the suffix field. 

STAFF: Aggregate Reporting Tool On the WISEstaff tab we changed the 
“File Tasks” menu section to “Work with 
Staff Data. ” Under this we introduced 
the “Enter Aggregate Stuff FTE” tool.  This 
tool allows districts to enter estimates of 
aggregate FTE for the assignments of: Bus 
Driver Special Ed, Bus Driver, Plan 
Maintenance and Operational Personnel, 
and Cafeteria Worker.  Report FTE in 
whole numbers with decimal to the tenth 
(one person working full time is 1.0 FTE), 
NOT percent method we use for 
individual person assignments. The limit 
per assignment per school is 1,000 FTE. 
Contracting Agency Name is optional. 

STAFF: Audit information section and pdf instructions On the Audit Results page we added a 
section for “Information about Audit 
Reports”  with a link to a PDF explaining 
the different audit reports. 



STAFF: Bug Fix-- Statewide Validate Staff Data job is 
not removing unacknowledged warnings 

When DPI runs Validate Staff Data 
statewide, it was removing 
acknowledgements from Warnings.  We 
have fixed it, so that won’t happen again. 
We already fixed the changes in a 
previous release, so this release is for the 
prevention of future problems only. 

STAFF: Hiring Agency Assignment Count Widget Part 1  Introduced Hiring Agency Assignment 
Count on the WISEstaff Home Page in the 
Staff Dashboard section for the current 
year plus the last two years.  There is no 
ability to drill into the chart yet.  That will 
come in later releases. 

STAFF:  Hotfix-- Corrected Validate Staff Data from 
inappropriately hiding other messages when fixing one 
person  

We found an issue on the Validate Staff 
Data page where if you clicked on Resolve 
for one person and then fixed the issue 
then returned to Validate Staff Data, it 
didn’t show any more errors or would 
only show remaining errors for that one 
person until you refreshed validations 
again.  This was fixed, so it won’t happen. 

 


